Please read all information below thoroughly!
We truly appreciate all of the work and effort that our Squad Organizers do for the Petersen Classic. We want the
bowlers in your squad and all bowlers in the Pete to have an enjoyable experience and a smooth running squad.
Please be aware of the information detailed below to help us keep things on time.

PAYMENT
FULL PAYMENT FOR ALL BOWLERS ON YOUR SQUAD IS DUE BY 30 DAYS BEFORE YOUR SQUAD BOWLS – NO
EXCEPTIONS! If payment is not received within 30 days of the bowling date, your squad date and time will be released.

SQUAD ROSTERS / ENTRY FORMS
A COMPLETE roster (names, addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, etc.) of all bowlers must be submitted WITHIN 7
DAYS of your bowling date. This will ensure that the correct bowlers are entered for your squad and that recap sheets can be
printed and ready when it’s time for your squad to bowl. If all of this info is not submitted in advance, it will need to be entered
into our system and verified at your squad’s bowling time WHICH WILL MOST LIKELY MEAN THAT YOUR SQUAD WILL
START LATE. This is not fair to your bowlers or the bowlers in the squad following yours.
Inaccurate or missing information could also delay payment of squad prizes and prize checks at the end of the tournament.

SQUAD ORGANIZER PRIZES
Please be aware that Squad Organizers are eligible for special Squad Organizer prizes ONLY if the squad is a full 32 bowlers.

SQUAD PRIZES
If a squad does not have a full 32 bowlers, Squad Prizes will be PRO-RATED based on the number of paid bowlers in the
squad.

OPTIONAL EVENTS
Help us promote the Optionals! Squad Organizers shall receive a bonus of $1 per Optional Event entry that is sold to bowlers in
their squad (up to a maximum bonus of $100). Payment will be made when Squad Prizes are awarded after the squad has
finished bowling.
Proud host Center for the Petersen Classic
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